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SUMMARY
• European Project RePublic_ZEB
• Building applied concepts/methodologies: NZEB, cost-optimal
• NZEB overview definitions
• Project findings
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highlights…
REfurbishment of the PUBLIC building stock towards nZEB
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APPLIED CONCEPTS
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Article 9
Nearly zero-energy buildings
 by 31 December 2020, all new buildings are 
nearly zero- energy buildings; 
 after 31 December 2018, new buildings 
occupied and owned by public authorities are 
nearly zero-energy buildings.
 draw up national plans for nZEB public sector 
leading example
• Interim target by 2015
• National definition for nZEB/NZEB 
(including building retrofit towards NZEB 
levels
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OVERVIEW NZEB, nearlyZEB
DEFINITIONS
HOLLISTIC METHODOLOGY
(a) Reducing energy demands
(b) Energy generation
ifd,  EDiife, 
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NZEB DEFINITIONS - parameters
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OVERVIEW DEFINITIONS
RES-footprint
RES-on site
RES-off site
RES-purchase green
• Use renewable energy sources
available within the building’s
footprint.
• Use renewable energy sources
available at the building site.
• Use renewable energy sources
available off site to generate
energy on site.
• Purchase off-site renewable
energy sources.
Renewable Energy Supply option [Marszal et al. 2011]
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OVERVIEW DEFINITIONS
Definitions [IEA Task 40, 2008-2013]
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OVERVIEW DEFINITIONS
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building energy performance 
(EN15316-1:2007)
delivered energy
(EN15603:2008)
exported energy
(EN15603:2008)
net delivered energy
(EN 15603:2008)
system boundary
(EN 15603:2008)
• Calculated or measured amount of energy delivered
and exported actually used or estimated to meet the
needs associated with heating, cooling, ventilation,
domestic hot water, lighting and appliances.
• Energy, expressed per energy carrier, supplied to the
technical building systems through the system
boundary, to satisfy the uses taken into account or to
produce electricity.
• Energy, expressed per energy carrier, delivered by the
technical building systems through the system
boundary and used outside the system boundary.
• Delivered minus exported energy, both expressed per
energy carrier. Net delivered energy values are
expressed separately for each energy carrier.
• Boundary that includes within it all areas associated
with the building (both inside and outside of the
building) where energy is used or produced.
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REfurbishment of the PUBLIC building stock towards nZEB
March 2014 – August 2016
Coordination: 
CTI  (Italian Thermotechnical Committee Energy and Environment)
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REPUBLIC_ZEB OBJCETIVES
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ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLIC BUILDING STOCK
Educational
Schools
Universities
High schools
Hotels and restaurants
Hotels
Other short-stay 
accommodation buildings
Sport facilities
Public Buildings
(EUROSTAT)
Health care facilities
Hospitals
Other care buildings Wholesale and retail 
trade service buildings 
Other types of energy 
consuming buildings
civil and military airports 
Rail stations, bus stations and 
harbor
Cinemas, concert halls, opera 
houses, theatres
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ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLIC BUILDING STOCK
Impact assessment for preliminary 
selection of reference buildings
Total primary energy per building 
category in analysed countries.
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NZEB DEFINITIONS APPLICATIONS
nZEB definition in place
nZEB energy indicators
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DRIVERS AND BARRIERS   
TRANSFORMATION INTO NZEB 
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